Programming animation tools aim to lower the cognitive barriers to learning programming by graphically representing the expert’s view on programming. However, students who use them face the problem of not understanding the animations. This work presents the roles a programming animation tool, Jeliot 3, takes when students use the tool to understand new concepts. These roles have led to the development of conflictive animations, a novel way to engage students in learning with animations.
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ABSTRACT

Learning programming successfully requires not only the acquisition of knowledge, but also skills and attitudes. Program animation tools have been developed for students to help gaining the required skills and knowledge by means of visualizing the various aspects of program execution. Despite developers’ and researchers’ intentions, the learning impact of program animation tools does not correspond to long-term efforts in developing and researching them. While learning impact has mostly been quantitatively evaluated, the process in which students acquire the knowledge and skills using program animation tools is not documented in detail. In particular, the learning impact of Jeliot 3, a program animation tool, has been assessed quantitatively and Jeliot 3 has proved its effectiveness for certain cohorts of students – those not very strong nor very weak. However, reasons and processes of why Jeliot 3 may improve students’ learning are only suggested in previous research.

In this thesis, the challenges faced by students when using Jeliot 3 to learn programming have been looked deeply at. The conducted observations have directed the development of new prototypes derived from Jeliot 3, and of new learning activities based on the tool. The research follows a systems development methodology as it is centered in the creation of an efficient artifact to teach programming. Two qualitative studies of English and Tanzanian students using Jeliot 3 prompted the development of several prototypes: Jeliot Adaptive, Jeliot with Explanations, and Jeliot Conflictive Animations. Two of the prototypes, Jeliot with Explanations and Jeliot Conflictive Animations, were empirically evaluated using a between-subject design with pre-tests and post-tests to assess the impact the prototypes had on the students’ learning.

The qualitative studies revealed the roles the animation tool could take when used by a student learning a new programming concept. Five roles were identified: empty, exploring, confusing, teaching, and evaluating. The roles of the tool were adopted by the students at different stages in the student’s learning path. To
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This thesis explores the role of program animation tools in knowledge creation by students and the opportunities to re-design an existing program animation tool, Jeliot 3. With the lessons learnt from the research, modifications to Jeliot 3 were developed and evaluated. Finally, conflictive animations, a new direction for programming education, are proposed to promote conceptual learning, programming skills, and attitudinal changes in students learning programming.

Programming education has been an issue since the first programmable computer was built. Somebody needed to teach other people how to make the machine compute as intended. Soon universities created the first computer science degrees, a mix of mathematics, formal logic, physics, and engineering [118]. From that moment, student enrolment on computer science degrees grew in western universities till just recently, when the tech bubble exploded. Recent reports reveal the problems that teachers have been aware of since the beginning: college students face great challenges when understanding the basic concepts in programming [66]. In parallel with the increased number of computer scientists, programmers started to create tools to teach programming, as if it were natural for programmers to solve their educational problems by programming.

In 1998 Dijkstra was presented with one of those learning tools, which used visualizations [26], and his reaction was not positive at all. Already in 1975, Mayer [64], had devised a visual model of computers that he used to teach programming concept to total novices. His evaluation resulted in mixed results. On the one hand, the students who used the visual model based learning material were better in some aspects (solving problems that required interpretation). On the other hand, students in the control group were better in other aspects (solving problems that required programming similar problems to the one showed in the learning materials). His re-
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In 1998 Dijkstra was presented with one of those learning tools, which used visualizations [26], and his reaction was not positive at all. Already in 1975, Mayer [64], had devised a visual model of computers that he used to teach programming concept to total novices. His evaluation resulted in mixed results. On the one hand, the students who used the visual model based learning material were better in some aspects (solving problems that required interpretation). On the other hand, students in the control group were better in other aspects (solving problems that required programming similar problems to the one showed in the learning materials). His re-
results showed promise for the idea of complementing programming education with visual models that students may relate to.

Since then, researchers and developers have implemented software visualization tools, which follow the path marked by Mayer. They have tried to fulfil the promises and expectations of visual models of computing in programming education and practice, aiming at better educated students and better software produced. This thesis focuses on the educational side of programming, where software visualization is divided between the tools that animate general programming paradigms, program visualization, and the tools that focus on algorithms, algorithm visualization [46].

Program visualization tools bring to the surface the experts’ view on the machine that executes the program. This view consists of visual representations and metaphors that explain how the code is structured, in the case of UML tools, or how the code is executed, in the case of visual debuggers. Program visualization tools, and specially the subset of program animation tools, add the possibility to replicate the dynamic nature of program execution, which students need to understand to create or debug programs.

Expert programmers, who either design the visualizations or teach using them, find the visualizations self-explanatory. They can follow them and present them to students. What about the students, who later will have the opportunity to engage with the visualizations? Do they understand the visualizations? Do they follow them? Evaluations usually report if learning has happened after using the visualization, but one cannot imply causation unless the process of learning with visualization tools is better explained.

Sajaniemi et al. [111] studied the impact of visualization tools in the graphical representations of program executions that students drew. In three separate drawing tasks, students’ representations of program state were found to be most frequently independent of the previous visualizations demonstrated to them. While many reasons could explain this behaviour, it reinforces the idea that students have a different understanding, or mental model, of the computer than the experts. Thus, should bridges between the two under-
standings be built via visualizations?

To check on the expectations and promises of educational visualization tools, Hundhausen et al. [42] did a meta-evaluation of empirical evaluations of visualization tools. As in Mayer’s early results, the evidence was certainly positive, albeit a bit mixed. The success of visualisations depended, according to Hundhausen et al., on how the students engage with the tool, rather than what the students watched. The importance of the activities done with the tools resulted in a taxonomy of engagement modes with visualization tools [86], which categorized engagement from no-viewing to teaching, i.e., from students not using visualization tools at all to students using the tools to teach other students.

It is implicit that, as the students use more engaging visualization tools, their grades after using the tools will improve. Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide [122] and Sorva [117] have reviewed and evaluated tools in different categories of the taxonomy. Again, their findings are mixed. Partly due to only collecting successful evaluations of visualization tools, Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide could not point to a higher pedagogical effectiveness of tools in higher levels of the engagement taxonomy. However, they recommended that certain features, not necessarily graphical, were required for the tools to make visualizations effective, for example explanations.

In this thesis the research and development has been based on the program animation tool Jeliot 3, for which the author was part of the development team. Designing and developing new tools is in the nature of computer scientists, and when researching the issue of understanding visualizations it was natural for the author to develop new solutions based on Jeliot 3.

Jeliot 3 [75], a program visualization tool, is one of the longstanding program visualization tools that is meant for novices. In its decade-long history [6] several iterations and evaluations have been made. Evaluations have pointed at the benefits of using the tool, but also that the tool does not work the same for everyone.

One can think that mixed evaluation outcomes are expected in
any educational evaluation, small changes in instruction can have high impact, and conversely, large changes can lead to no significant impact. In any case, research proposes explanations and leads to new developments.

Developing tools for software visualization is a task akin to compiler development, even \textit{meta-programming}. While the programming language is fixed, the development of the tools forces to think about the language in ways that it may not have been considered before, thus opening new ways to visualize programs. The result of this line of thinking leads to the nature of conflictive animation, which is based on fine modifications to the programming language interpretation so that it is different from the language standard.

\subsection*{1.1 FOCUS OF RESEARCH AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS}

The focus of research reported in this thesis is divided into two main parts. First, the thesis aims to understand the current impact of program animation tools in students learning to program, both on how the students use the tool and how the students understand new concepts. Secondly, Jeliot 3’s modular architecture is used to design, develop and experiment with new animation concepts. Three different software solutions are researched to increase students’ engagement and understanding of programming concepts when using program animation tools: adaptation, explanations, and conflictive animations.

Benefits of program animation have been reported \cite{8} but the literature rarely establishes the role of animation tools in forming students’ programming knowledge. The thesis picks up from previous reports of students failing to use program animation tools, such as Kannüsmaki \textit{et al.} \cite{44}, and presents several roles that programming tools have in different scenarios. Two main questions lead this part.

QUESTION 1. How do novice students engage in using Jeliot 3 when learning new programming concepts?
Students learning to program face a complete new set of challenges that they probably have seldom if ever seen before: abstract and logical reasoning, complex problem solving, debugging and tracing. Program animation tools are meant to facilitate the learning process by presenting a visual model of the program execution. However, the tools and their visualization are also novel to the students and are used in different ways to solve the learning challenges. In the process the tool takes different roles to support learning.

QUESTION 2. How do novice students understand the visualizations provided by Jeliot 3 when learning new programming concepts?

If the student engages with the program animation tool, it is expected that the student improves their understanding of the demonstrated concepts after repeated visualizations. Research has shown that this is not the case for every student [111]. Program animation tools use visual metaphors to represent the execution. The metaphor introduces new elements that the student has to comprehend at the same time that the new concept being learnt. Thus, when the conceptual knowledge is fragile, the student’s understanding of both the animation and the concept behind varies.

Derived from the first part, the second part introduces new visualization concepts and pedagogical improvements that are designed and implemented using Jeliot 3’s modular architecture. The effect of the new versions of Jeliot in student engagement and understanding are evaluated in two cases.
QUESTION 3. How can new features be implemented in Jeliot 3 using its modular architecture in a way that facilitates its usage in diverse learning scenarios?

Jeliot 3 was designed to be modular, so new features could be added easily, unlike its predecessor Jeliot 2000. This ease of adding new features to Jeliot, allows for quick prototyping of new solutions to overcome difficulties and problems that teachers and students find when using Jeliot 3. Through the addition of several features, a refined process of ideation, conceptualization, implementation and evaluation is crystallized in the development of Jeliot ConAn, a new version of Jeliot 3 that creates erroneous animations.

The thesis answers a final question that combines both parts of the research into a single track.

QUESTION 4. What effect has the newly implemented features on students’ engagement and understanding of new programming concepts?

1.2 RESEARCH METHODS

As presented in the research questions, the thesis aims to answer questions related to two main topics: design and implementation of visualization tools and evaluation of visualization tools. Each of the two topics feeds each other with the results of the other topic.

The focus of the research is in the development of visualization tools. As such, systems development research methodology was chosen for the research [91]. Four main components of the methodology can be defined, see Figure 1.1: system development itself, theory building, observation and experimentation. Observation aims to get an understanding of the field, while experimentation aims to validate the theories built or the developed systems. Theory building includes the development of new ideas, concepts or models. In
contrast to classical epistemological questions, the task of this thesis is not to enquire into what is true, but rather what is effective, as proposed by Hevner [38].

Systems development defends the use of other methodologies to answer the questions in each of the components. In this thesis, then, Question 3 corresponds to the system development component and new visualization tools have been prototyped, so that they could be fed to the other three components.

The observation (Questions 1 and 2) and experimentation (Question 4) components link with classical education research, in which one uses either qualitative or quantitative methods according to the research question posed. On the one hand, quantitative methods reflect a positivist view of reality: a unique reality exists and can be evaluated and measured. On the other hand, qualitative researchers aim to explore the meaning of the observed reality. These particular observations depend on the observer: qualitative researchers acknowledge the subjective interpretation of reality.

To answer these three questions (Questions 1, 2 and 4) I have taken a mixed methods approach, in which the method is chosen depending on the question being asked, similar to the pragmatic approach taken by Sorva [117]. A mixed methods approach recognises the fact that different phenomena may be elicited by different means. As well, the power of combining qualitative and quantitative methods is increased by the triangulation of the results [8, 58].

The questions related to the observation component (Questions 1 and 2), are better suited to be answered with qualitative research methods, as they provide a deeper understanding of the field. They were used to explore the students’ understanding of programming constructs and the previously undefined roles a programming visualization tool takes when learning them. Two experiments were carried out with different students. In both of the experiments students were asked to explain a certain programming concept just taught. In turn, the analysis of their verbal answers revealed the role the tool had in their learning. Verbal data have been used before to investigate problem solving and mental models [20, 29]. Ver-
Introduction

Bal protocols provide more data from the interventions than written feedback and can reflect the thinking process subjects go through when coming with an explanation, answer, or description. In the first experiment, two possible uses of Jeliot 3 were suggested, as a debugger and as a learning aid, and their importance evaluated by interviewing students after using the tool. The interviews were transcribed and analysed looking for patterns of the usefulness of Jeliot 3 and how students had used it.

To understand better the roles of Jeliot 3 as a learning aid, in the following evaluation, six students from a programming course were randomly sampled. From the transcriptions of their learning sessions, roles were inferred from transcriptions using an inductive category generation process, a similar technique also used by Eckerdal [28]. Qualitative data were obtained by capturing the ongoing visualization and, in parallel, students' descriptions of that visualization. This technique is a combination of the interview methods that Fleury [32] and Holmboe [40] used to elicit programming knowledge from students. Fleury asked students in the interviews whether a given program will work and why they think so [32]. Holmboe led the interviews with a simpler set of questions phrased like “What is ...” followed by a programming concept [40]. The result of the combination is adapted to the dynamic nature of animations with the question “What happens next?”, which was used as a prompt in Paper II.

For the experimentation component, Question 4, quantitative methods have been preferred as they can better answer the what's effective question. I have investigated the learning effects of two experiments that used modified versions of Jeliot 3. Specifically, the design chosen has been single-factor, between-subjects experiments. Data were gathered by means of pre-tests and post-tests, and feedback questionnaires. Pre-tests and post-tests have been previously used in research on the educational impact of visualizations, e.g. Hansen et al. [37]. Moreover, Hundhausen et al. suggest in their meta-study that this kind of evaluation is more likely to find an impact if it exists [42]. How...
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To understand better the roles of Jeliot 3 as a learning aid, in the following evaluation, six students from a programming course were randomly sampled. From the transcriptions of their learning sessions, roles were inferred from transcriptions using an inductive category generation process, a similar technique also used by Eckerdal [28]. Qualitative data were obtained by capturing the ongoing visualization and, in parallel, students’ descriptions of that visualization. This technique is a combination of the interview methods that Fleury [32] and Holmboe [40] used to elicit programming knowledge from students. Fleury asked students in the interviews whether a given program will work and and why they think so [32]. Holmboe led the interviews with a simpler set of questions phrased like “What is ...” followed by a programming concept [40]. The result of the combination is adapted to the dynamic nature of animations with the question “What happens next?”, which was used as a prompt in Paper II.

For the experimentation component, Question 4, quantitative methods have been preferred as they can better answer the what’s effective question. I have investigated the learning effects of two experiments that used modified versions of Jeliot 3. Specifically, the design chosen has been single-factor, between-subjects experiments. Data were gathered by means of pre-tests and post-tests, and feedback questionnaires. Pre-tests and post-tests have been previously used in research on the educational impact of visualizations, e.g. Hansen et al. [37]. Moreover, Hundhausen et al. suggest in their meta-study that this kind of evaluation is more likely to find an impact if it exists [42] than a single post-test measurement. How-
ever, they warned that the pre-test may be considered as part of the learning and impact the results. In the studies presented here, the impact of the pre-test can be partly disregarded as the pre-test is the same for all the subjects, and the pre-test is presented shortly before the treatment.

Data gathered for the qualitative and quantitative methods were augmented with students’ descriptions of animations. These descriptions were written by the students next to printed screenshots of Jeliot, and collected after watching the animations and answering the post-test or verbally describing a similar animation. To my knowledge, this kind of data has not been analysed before to study students’ understanding of programming constructs, nor the animation itself. Vainio and Sajaniemi used the opposite approach — analysis of students’ drawings of programming concepts — with interesting results [123]. In the experiments presented here, written descriptions were considered necessary to complement the qualitative verbal descriptions as students could have trouble watching the animation and talking at the same time, two cognitively demanding tasks. Quantitive test scores benefited from the insights provided by students’ descriptions. Descriptions forced students to use their programming knowledge to describe the visualizations.

To evaluate the engagement levels provided by the new program visualization concepts, and to answer Question 4, heuristic analysis has been used with conflictive animations concept. Nielsen proposed heuristic evaluation as a low-cost and fast method for finding usability problems [89]. Here, it has been adapted to evaluate the fun-factor of animations and to increase the students’ engagement with the animations.

In all empirical evaluations, ecological validity of the results has been of utmost importance, resulting in sacrificing statistical significance when not enough experiment subjects could be found. Evaluations were done in situations in which the author could have control, e.g. being the teacher, so that the experimental sessions were positioned at the right time in the students’ process of learning programming. This way, the results are ecologically valid in the sense...
Table 1.1: The relationship between research questions, systems development research component, and paper including the research method used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Systems development component</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Paper(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Qualitative evaluation</td>
<td>I, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Qualitative evaluation</td>
<td>I, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Systems development</td>
<td>Prototyping</td>
<td>III,IV,V,VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>Quantitative evaluation, Heuristic Analysis</td>
<td>IV, VI, VII</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that they are obtained from a learning scenario as close as possible to a real one. Thus, they can be generalized to other similar learning scenarios. The empirical evaluation described in Paper 6 was carried out by Peng Wang and ecological validity could not be ensured.

Regarding the theory building component of systems development research, it is embedded in all the papers included in this dissertation. My research builds new theories, models and artifacts either as a precursor for empirical results or as a by-product of the research, thus theory building is intertwined in the research process.

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarize and link the research papers, research methods and papers presented in this thesis.

### 1.3 RESEARCH PROCESS AND MAIN RESULTS

The research process has been mostly linear, with some branching and pruning, rather than iterative. Figure 1.2 shows a schema of the process that I explain herein.
The work started from the realization that some students refused to use program animation tools and that some of those who used them found them too complex to benefit from [44]. The first idea considered for investigation was to consider a smart version of Jeliot 3 [3]. The first experiment, reported in Paper I and carried out at the University of Warwick (UK), aimed to find ways on how to adapt Jeliot 3 to cater for different kinds of students and situations. The experiment revealed that some students indeed have problems understanding and viewing the animations. Specially, they were not able to explain the meaning of animations they had seen several times before. While adaptation was thought to be a possible solution it was not clear from the study how to apply it.

Anyway, collaborating with the Personalized Adaptive Web Systems Lab from the University of Pittsburgh (USA), the first adaptation features for program animation were designed and implemented in Jeliot 3 (Paper III). Under closer inspection the adaptive solution was discarded and not evaluated due to the minimal increase in engagement it would provide compared to the work needed to provide adaptation features to a large set of Java courses.

Figure 1.2: Research process graph
Table 1.2: Summary of research methods and research questions by paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Qualitative evaluation</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Qualitative evaluation</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Constructive research</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Constructive research and quantitative evaluation</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Constructive research</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Quantitative research</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Constructive research, Heuristic Analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The work started from the realization that some students refused to use program animation tools and that some of those who used them found them too complex to benefit from [44]. The first idea considered for investigation was to consider a smart version of Jeliot 3 [3]. The first experiment, reported in Paper I and carried out at the University of Warwick (UK), aimed to find ways on how to adapt Jeliot 3 to cater for different kinds of students and situations. The experiment revealed that some students indeed have problems understanding and viewing the animations. Specially, they were not able to explain the meaning of animations they had seen several times before. While adaptation was thought to be a possible solution it was not clear from the study how to apply it.

Anyway, collaborating with the Personalized Adaptive Web Systems Lab from the University of Pittsburgh (USA), the first adaptation features for program animation were designed and implemented in Jeliot 3 (Paper III). Under closer inspection the adaptive solution was discarded and not evaluated due to the minimal increase in engagement it would provide compared to the work needed to provide adaptation features to a large set of Java con-
The first experiment served as a base for a second one, carried out at Tumaini University (TZ) and described in Paper II. This time, the role of Jeliot 3 was explored more deeply to understand the issues discovered in Paper I. To overcome the difficulties of students using Jeliot as a learning aid, two solutions were implemented and evaluated. One solution, adding explanations, was natural and already done in other animation systems. The other, creating conflictive animations, was innovative and with lots of potential to change the computer science education field.

One Master’s student, Peng Wang, implemented and evaluated the solution with explanations under my guidance [127]. Given that explanations are already proven to be effective for multimedia learning [65], the evaluation focused on the point of time that the explanation would be shown to the student: before or after the explained step of the animation.

The idea of conflictive animation was introduced first in 2007 [77] and developed further in Papers IV (system design) and V (empirical evaluation carried out at the University of Joensuu (FI), with a pilot at the University of Helsinki (FI)).

Finally, aiming to take the idea of conflictive animations further and to overcome students’ criticisms, a new activity merging conflictive animations and games was conceived and presented in Paper VII.

All the steps taken in the process have led to concrete results that are summarized in the following section and, in more detail, in Chapter 4, which includes the limitations inherent to the results (Section 4.5).

1.3.1 Summary of the results

1. Engagement and understanding

   (a) Understanding of new programming concepts with Jeliot 3
Introduction

**Description** Students face problems when using Jeliot 3 to understand new concepts. While students may finally comprehend the topics explained by Jeliot 3, they have difficulties to link the visualization with the concept being explained, partly due to their previous fragile knowledge.

**Validity** Two experiments in completely different settings have informed this qualitative result.

(b) Roles of program visualization tools

**Description** Program visualization tools can take five changing roles as students use them to understand new concepts: empty role, explanatory, confusing, teaching, and evaluating.

**Validity** One qualitative experiment was used to infer the roles. Results depended in the previous knowledge and understanding of the author at that time. However, the analysis process was guided and reviewed by the supervisors of this thesis at every step to ensure that the roles inferred followed logically from students’ protocols.

2. Jeliot Adapt

(a) Adapting visualizations of a whole programming language is hard

**Description** The development work carried out in Jeliot Adapt was abandon due the difficulty of automatically adapting the visualization of every step depending on the students’ changing knowledge.

**Validity** The result is only pertinent to Jeliot 3, but the fact that there are not adaptive visualization tools that cover a whole programming language seem to support the result.

3. Jeliot ConAn
(a) Extended Engagement Taxonomy with Conflicts

**Description** The engagement taxonomy from Naps *et al.* [86] has been duplicated to consider the engagement levels that conflicts allow in visualization tools.

**Validity** This is a theoretical result that can guide future developments of tools using conflicts or errors.

(b) Jeliot ConAn

**Description** An architecture for creating conflicts in program visualization tools and prototype of Jeliot ConAn were built to automatically create conflicts on a set of programming concepts.

**Validity** The prototype was tested on existing book examples and found to automatically animate most of them without changing them.

(c) Jeliot ConAn does not improve students’ understanding

**Description** When compared to a normal Jeliot 3 activity, debugging a small program using the animation, Jeliot ConAn students did not significantly improve their understanding of the programming concept. Anecdotal evidence show that Jeliot ConAn helped with students’ meta-cognitive skills.

**Validity** A small size experiment did not provide statistical strength to the result. As well, experiment group had not used Jeliot ConAn before, nor introduced to the error based teaching.

4. Jeliot 3 and Explanations

(a) Explanations in Jeliot 3 help students when placed after the animation

**Description** A version of Jeliot 3 that adds explanations to the animation steps was developed together with a Master’s student. An experiment found that students apprehended more of the explained concept...
and its animation when the explanation is placed just after the step being explained.

**Validity** A small size experiment that yielded significant results. A larger size experiment should be done to validate the results.

### 1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

The rest of the thesis is divided as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the field of programming education and summarizes the theories that I have used. Chapter 3 describes the field of program animation, though program and algorithm visualization tools are also discussed. The research and implementation methods of these tools divide that chapter. A special section in that chapter is devoted to Jeliot 3, the tool used in this research process. Chapter 4 summarizes the results that are presented in the papers of the thesis. The thesis concludes with Chapter 5, in which new openings for program animation, and programming education in general, are presented. As well, recommendations are given for the developers of visualization tools and programming teachers.
Learning and Teaching Programming

University teachers have struggled for the last decades trying to find the right combination of teaching methods, materials and tools to improve the grades of their programming students. These students enroll in programming courses at the beginning of the computer science or engineering degrees. Their knowledge, skills and attitudes clash with those that teachers expect from them. The teachers' teaching performance and students' learning is evaluated using students' grades as a proxy. The results have not been good: programming courses face high failure and dropout rates. Two studies concisely reflect the problem. A study on students' programming skills by McCracken et al. [66] assessed the skills of students from several institutions and countries. Their findings pointed to students not having the expected skills after their programming course, according to them the lack of problem solving skills were to blame. Later on, Lister et al. [59] explored the issue of the lack of program comprehension and tracing skills of students, fundamental to debugging [96], and, according to Lister et al., a prerequisite for problem solving. They found that students lacked program comprehension and tracing skills. Because of these results, apart from the fact that researchers happened to find what they were looking for, computer science educators and researchers have not yet found the elements for successful teaching and learning of programming at universities.

The rest of this chapter introduces the theoretical elements and the previous research that sustain the theory building, observation, and experimentation components of this research; these components are presented in Chapter 4. Interested readers can refer to Sorva's dissertation [117] for a deeper presentation of the theoretical elements.
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2.1 THEORETICAL COMPONENTS OF LEARNING AND TEACHING PROGRAMMING

Different learning theories emphasize different components of the learning process and, at the same time, they promote different kinds of activities to support the development of those aspects. **Behaviourism** postulates that knowledge, or learnt behaviour, can be transferred from an instructor to the learner by means of repeating the information or stimuli. This implies the assumption that there is only one possible understanding and that the instructor possesses it. Learning programming conventions, syntax rules, and other basic programming knowledge is well suited to this theory.

With multiple-choice questions, a teachers and evaluators get an authoritative answer to whether the student has learnt the topic. Moreover, automatic grading and fairness have also been mentioned as a benefit [51]. These properties have led researchers to add multiple-choice questions to several tools for teaching computer science [85]. As Kuechler and Simkin mention, multiple-choice question only capture one dimension of learning [51]. Other methods and theories are needed.

**Cognitive** theories try to open the black box that the brain represents for behaviourists. Cognitive psychologists aim to formulate (or invent) the structures and processes that support and make people learn. Specially for programming, their idea of mental models [90] is quite relevant as it also captures the dynamic nature of programs.

Resources that support the creation and modification of mental models have been guided by **cognitive constructivism** theory. The focus of **social constructivism** is on students constructing their own knowledge and advancing through their individual Zone of Proximal Development with the help of teachers and peers. The teacher’s mission is to guide and scaffold students’ learning. Students construct their knowledge mainly by means of exploration, and they
are encouraged to express what they have found. In this setting, errors and misunderstandings are accepted, and even encouraged, as solving them will help the students create solid knowledge [113].

Constructivist acceptance of diverging understandings or mental models presents a problem for programming education. Neither the computer nor the compiler is flexible as to how the program runs the student’s code. It is still necessary that students should reliably acquire the foundational knowledge of computers and programming, and put aside their misunderstandings and misconceptions [5]. As a consequence, computer science educators and researchers have been trying to improve students’ learning by creating new ways to interact and engage with the material they produce.

Researchers in constructivism have promoted cognitive conflict as a way to promote conceptual changes [112] and to correct students’ misconceptions. This approach has been successfully used in physics education [57] and programming [62]. Students are asked to explain an empirical observation, and their incorrect explanations are challenged with further empirical observations that they cannot explain or refute. Students are more open to changing their conceptions when an alternative and correct explanation is given. In their learning programming experiment, Ma et al. used visualizations to present the correct model of object assignment [62].

Three main taxonomies have been developed to assess students’ understanding or to organize learning outcomes: Bloom’s [13], Gagne’s learning outcomes [33], and the structured of observed learning outcome (SOLO) taxonomies [12]. Bloom’s and Gagne’s taxonomies start with the basic knowledge or information acquisition, and progress towards more demanding skills. SOLO is a more recent development and delves into the ability of students to manipulate knowledge. The higher levels of the taxonomy are when students can relate different concepts and when they can produce new concepts based on the ones they have learnt. Bloom’s and the SOLO taxonomies have been used in programming education to compare novice and experts understanding of code [60] and design assess-
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The next sections will describe three components or aspects that are important for both education and programming learning: knowledge, mental models, and skills. Skills are sometimes referred as being a component of knowledge but here they are considered as an independent component.

2.1.1 Knowledge

In this section we define knowledge as the facts and information acquired through learning.

One classification useful for programming is the one that distinguishes between *procedural* and *declarative* knowledge. Declarative knowledge is the most simple one and refers to the retention of a single statement or item of knowledge, and it is usually taught by behaviourist means. Procedural knowledge is the knowledge required to do something and usually involves remembering a number of steps or acquiring a mental model. For example, in programming, declarative knowledge would be knowing what a keyword stands for, whereas procedural knowledge will be needed to program a while loop.

From a constructivist point of view, Holmboe [39] developed a "cognitive framework for knowledge in informatics" that combines both types of knowledge. He developed his framework by analyzing people’s understanding of object orientation. For him, knowledge is structured in four categories: from *hunches*, or first attempts to understanding a concept, to *holistic knowledge*. In between, he describes two other categories which are at the same level, *practical knowledge* and *theoretical knowledge*. Practical knowledge is achieved when students can relate the program to reality and explain it using object oriented concepts. Theoretical knowledge is akin to declarative knowledge.

Holistic knowledge is the result of interconnecting practical and theoretical knowledge. At this stage, students have accommodated the knowledge and can operate with it; or in constructivism terms,
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The next sections will describe three components or aspects that are important for both education and programming learning: knowledge, mental models, and skills. Skills are sometimes referred as being a component of knowledge but here they are considered as an independent component.

2.1.1 Knowledge

In this section we define knowledge as the facts and information acquired through learning.

One classification useful for programming is the one that distinguishes between procedural and declarative knowledge. Declarative knowledge is the most simple one and refers to the retention of a single statement or item of knowledge, and it is usually taught by behaviourist means. Procedural knowledge is the knowledge required to do something and usually involves remembering a number of steps or acquiring a mental model. For example, in programming, declarative knowledge would be knowing what a keyword stands for, whereas procedural knowledge will be needed to program a while loop.

From a constructivist point of view, Holmboe [39] developed a "cognitive framework for knowledge in informatics" that combines both types of knowledge. He developed his framework by analyzing people’s understanding of object orientation. For him, knowledge is structured in four categories: from hunches, or first attempts to understanding a concept, to holistic knowledge. In between, he describes two other categories which are at the same level, practical knowledge and theoretical knowledge. Practical knowledge is achieved when students can relate the program to reality and explain it using object oriented concepts. Theoretical knowledge is akin to declarative knowledge.

Holistic knowledge is the result of interconnecting practical and theoretical knowledge. At this stage, students have accommodated the knowledge and can operate with it; or in constructivism terms, the learnt concept is now part of their first order language. Holmboe’s proposal for programming education is simple: combine theory with practice in an authentic scenario. However, he acknowledges that it is unrealistic to expect students to have holistic knowledge after just passing a programming course.

Holmboe’s classification aligns well with the SOLO taxonomy levels — pre-structural, uni-structural, multi-structural, relational and extended abstract [11]. However Holmboe’s classification acknowledges better the practical aspect of programming because its holistic knowledge demand authentic experiences. In the SOLO taxonomy, the outcomes relate to a task, normally set up by the teacher.

In Paper II, Holmboe’s [39] categories are used to characterize students’ understanding of programming concepts, especially his hunches category. In Paper II the categories from Perkins and Martin are also used to trace the evolving knowledge of the students and how the tool modifies it [96]. Perkins and Martin decomposed the fragile knowledge that recent students make use of when programming. They worked with several students as the students solve a programming exercise. Along with the intervention the researchers gave strategic prompts to strengthen students’ fragile knowledge. These prompts included more information relative to the animation than normal prompts.

Perkins and Martin described four kinds of fragile knowledge in practice — partial, inert, misplaced and conglomerated. Partial knowledge is self-explanatory and reveal incomplete knowledge. Inert knowledge is the one that students have but do not use when needed. Misplaced knowledge represents knowledge that the student applies but is not relevant in the current context, whereas conglomerated knowledge represents those cases when students’ code contains “disparate elements” that are not supposed to be together.

Fragile knowledge and troublesome knowledge [95] have sparked the idea of threshold concepts [67]. By investigating the learning process of students in several fields, a set of concepts appears to be common to them in the sense that they are: “transformative (oc-
casioning a significant shift in the perception of a subject), irreversible (unlikely to be forgotten, or unlearned only through considerable effort), and integrative (exposing the previously hidden interrelatedness of something).” [67]. In programming, Sorva [117] proposes three main threshold concepts: program dynamics, information hiding, object interaction, “and possibly addressable memory”.

2.1.2 Mental Models

Mental models are mental representations or beliefs of real things [43], be it a computer or some physics phenomenon. By having mental models, people comprehend the world and knowledge around them and operate with them. While similar to Holmboe’s idea of holistic knowledge [39], mental models can be incomplete, unrealistic and evolving [90]. The goal of students is to create a viable mental model [61], that is, a mental model that can sufficiently explain the concept and successfully apply it to solve new problems.

Importantly for programming education, mental models can also be run by their owners. Students and programmers execute their code in their head according to their own mental model. A student’s mental model relates to a notional machine that the programming language or the teacher conveys. The notional machine is a set of rules that the computer virtually operates under [27]. It is the job of the teacher to make sure that an adequate notional machine is presented to the student.

The lack of a viable mental model is at the source of plenty of students’ misconceptions.

2.1.3 Skills

After students have acquired some minimal knowledge of programming, and they need to put that knowledge to use, two main skills are necessary: problem solving [105] and debugging [35]. First, students use their problem solving skills to devise a solution that uses their knowledge. Later, when running their program, the debugging skill becomes important as students try to find their own errors
in the code. Naturally, the errors can be due to several causes, such as fragile knowledge, misunderstanding of the problem and others. Unfortunately, and as mentioned before, two working group reports [59, 66] point to the lack of these two skills as the reason why so many students fail to learn programming.

Indeed, teaching problem solving skills has been neglected in introductory programming courses, or at least not explicitly taught, even if students are expected to learn it [66]. However, the importance of the skill was already noted by Mayer [64] and Riley [105]. To teach the skill, Riley [105] asked students to write a problem definition and to continue the process by writing the algorithm in pseudo-language. Thompson [120] presented a way to teach the skill (How to program it) following Polyá’s How to solve it method, which added the reflection part once the problem is solved [99]. More recently, new approaches [10, 30] show the instructors solving the problems step by step, revealing the process and the missteps they take when programming. In their report, McCracken et al. suggest that successful students are mastering the programming knowledge required to pass the course, but not learning the skills of programming [66].

Debugging incorporates several important skills such as program tracing and program comprehension. In Lister et al.’s working group report [59], the authors claimed that students’ lack of problem solving skills was not a cause but a symptom. The required viable mental model for programming, which tracing and proper program comprehension would reinforce, was missing. In summary, students could barely start programming, or answering multiple choice questions, if they could not understand the program they were working with.

The importance of tracing [96] as a pre-requisite for programming [124] is seen in computer tests all around. Teachers ask all the time what will be the output of certain program snippet if executed. The ability to correctly trace a program by a student reveals the students’s grasp of a notional machine, and that their mental model of it is a viable one for the task at hand.
Program comprehension skills do depend on students’s previous knowledge. Pennington [94] specified two kinds of knowledge needed for program comprehension: text-structure knowledge and plan knowledge [115], which loosely translates to declarative and procedural knowledge.

2.2 OBJECT-ORIENTED CONCEPTS AND JAVA

Object-oriented programming (OOP) made its major appearance in higher education in the last decade: industry demanded it and it appealed to educators and researchers. Java was usually the language of choice due to its purer object orientation, when compared to C++, wide support, and extensive libraries, among others.

Proponents of the object oriented paradigm aimed to improve program comprehension and design by relating programming objects to real-world objects that can be decomposed into its parts and properties. Several authors [25, 93] argue that what makes object orientation better is also what complicates learning for novices: being able to abstract from the real world the behaviour of objects.

Additionally, Sajaniemi and Kuittinen [110] summarized the research carried out in programming and object-orientation on education. They noted the differences in notation (or syntax), and notional machine between imperative and object oriented programming added to the extra difficulty of teaching and learning OOP [110, 130]. The notation in OOP, especially Java, includes an extensive new vocabulary that the student has not seen before (see Listings 2.1 and 2.2). The notional machine focuses on message passing rather than step-wise execution. These factors make novices focus on extraneous programming elements that worsen their program comprehension and their mental model execution.

Listing 2.1: Hello world program in Java

```java
public class HelloWorld {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        System.out.println("Hello, world!");
    }
}
```

Listing 2.2: Hello world program in Python

```python
print("Hello, world!")
```
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Ragonis and Ben-Ari [102] elicited the new kind of misconceptions that object oriented programming produce. The importance of class design in OOP courses means that program execution flow is not sufficiently explained, or is only explained later in the course. They advocate for teachers tools to reveal the link between class design and program execution flow, the static and the dynamic. Benaya and Zur [9] mentioned other problems of students' understanding the finer details of the Java notional machine, e.g. the process of object creation involving the invocation of superclass.

Be it the demand of tools that try to overcome these difficulties, be it the fact that educational programs support better graphics and can be easily distributed across the world, many of visualization tools have appeared [6, 22, 50, 92, 117]. Teachers have a wide range of tools and research to choose their toolkit of choice. Still, the caution teachers apply when using the tools is unwarranted [7], and results in the perpetuation of the problems found.

### 2.3 SUMMARY

The three components mentioned before are not isolated and their boundaries are not clear. Figure 2.1 describes my interpretation of the relationship between the components.

The chapter has given a small recapitulation of the theories and the components of learning to program. Researchers have tried to devise models, or to describe knowledge representations, of students learning programming. Their goal is certainly a worthwhile pursuit to refine or contradict previous results. In my research I have selected from different sources those theories and results that allow me to describe the purported benefits of program animation and Jeliot 3, see the next Chapter. This theories are also the base for the evaluation and re-design of Jeliot 3, summarized in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.1: Theoretical components and their relationships. Bi-directional linkages mean that the components are closely related.
3 Program Animation and its Evaluation

Program visualization (PV) is one of the tools proposed to help students in learning programming. By visualizing a notional machine, PV tools should help students in creating a viable mental model. The graphical features and step by step execution support the development of their tracing and debugging skills.

Program visualization is one of the fields of software visualization related to education, the other field closely related is algorithm visualization. While program visualization usually focuses in conveying the details of programming constructs and program execution, algorithm visualization focuses on algorithms and data structures. The visualization term allows for both dynamic and static representations. This work focuses on program animation, which is equivalent to dynamic program visualization. Examples of each field are the Transparent Prologue Machine for static program visualization [15] and JHAVÉ for algorithm visualization [85], MatrixPro for algorithm animation [45], and, of course, Jeliot 3 for program animation [6].

As part of a workshop, I reviewed a set of visualization tools with a focus on human computer interaction that had been evaluated at that time (2007) [69]. The review pointed to the need of more user studies to develop a set of guidelines for future visualization tools. A more recent review of tools can be found in Sorva’s dissertation [117]. On one hand, his review makes apparent the increasing number of tools developed, and on the other hand the lack of proper studies and the abundance of anecdotal-based recommendations.

Despite the growing numbers of tools and their moderately positive educational outcomes, the use of visualization tools in programming education is not yet widespread. Ben-Bassat Levy and
Ben-Ari found out that the main drivers behind the acceptance, or rejection, of tools by the teachers are the “integrating [of] the tools with other learning materials and on addressing the role of the teacher in the use of software by the students” [7]. Later they found out that the teachers’ lack of control when using the tools was also hindering the usage of the tools. Knobeldorsf et al. studied the same problem but from the students’ point of view: students do not use the available visualization tools [48]. They suggest that the issue is a complicated one: some students do not use a tool because the tool has not yet been internalized, and others because the tools and the concepts have already been internalized [48]. Two ways to get out of this conundrum are proposed and evaluated in Papers III, IV and VII.

3.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM ANIMATION TOOLS

Roman and Cox [106] extracted three roles of people involved in program visualization, the programmer who writes the program to be visualized, the animator who defines and constructs the mappings, and the viewer who actually uses the visualization. In this thesis I will focus on automatic program animation where the student takes the roles of programmer and viewer, while the animator is automated. In other approaches the student is also the animator by coding the animation, e.g. the Leonardo development environment [23]. In other approaches, it is the teacher who tailors the visualization of each program by annotating the source code fed to the animation engine, e.g. VIP [125], Ville [103] and PlanAni [108]. Annotations are not shown to the students and thus the animation may appear to the students as automated.

Plenty of tools make use of the debugger metaphor and are augmented with graphical representations to create visual debuggers of programs [68, 107]. While not animated, visual debuggers are usually automatic and developers of visual debuggers face similar challenges than for program animation tools.

Two styles guide the implementation of program animation tools
that automatically generate the animation. One is based on the generation of an intermediate code that traces the execution of the program, and the other is based on event-listener architecture, where messages are passed as execution advances [70].

The main characteristics of the event-listener approach are that it provides a clean separation between the program being executed and its animation. JAVAVIS is an example of an event-listener based tool for Java programs [92], where the program is compiled and the Java Virtual Machine produces the execution events as the program is executed through the Java Debugging Interface. The use of compiled code limits the detail of the animation as the Java Virtual Machine only passes information regarding the method calls and their results.

A refinement of the event-listener approach is the observer architecture for program visualization [52]. In the observer architecture, the program to be animated is decomposed into components, and they become observable objects by being linked to a visualization object. The visualization object observes the components and creates the visualization according to the changes in those components. This solution implements elegantly the history of changes and allows for a rewind feature. The same drawback of the event-listener approach applies here as the reason of the changes are not visualized.

To gather more information from the execution, other programming animation tools run the code through a dynamic interpreter of the abstract syntax tree of a program. The interpreter does not compile the program to machine code and run it, but instead it parses the source code and traverses the tree it creates. For program animation purposes the interpreter is modified to produce intermediate code as it traverses the tree. Jeliot 3 is an example of an interpreter based program animation tool.

Price et al. [101] noted that intelligence in automatic systems was low. As the system designer takes all the visualization decisions when the tool was programmed, the tool can adapt little to the program being visualized. For Java-oriented tools, that usually means
that every data structure (e.g. a list) except for arrays is displayed as an object. Also, the user cannot change the parameters of the visualization, what is shown and how it is shown in the screen. In Paper III we propose an architecture to automatically adapt the contents of the visualization according to the student’s current knowledge.

If the system is not automatic, then it is implied that the teacher, or student, tailors the visualization [23, 103, 125]. To tailor the visualization, special libraries allow for annotations to be included in the visualized programs. This non-automatic solution results in personalized visualizations, but often they are too time-consuming and not preferred by the teachers [98]

3.2 EVALUATION OF PROGRAM ANIMATION TOOLS

Hundhausen et al. conducted a meta-study of visualization tools that collected 24 studies of controlled experiments [42]. In their study, both program and algorithm visualization tools were considered. They wanted to answer two questions: which theories and factors better predict the success of visualization tools, and which measurement is most sensitive to the learning benefits of visualization tools. They noted that certainly the results were mixed, with the same number of significant and non-significant results on the positive impact of the tools in learning. From the analysis, cognitive constructivism is the most robust theory, as the experiments based on that theory yield significant results. The caveat is that for the experiments in cognitive constructivism the effort and time of students in the experiment group is more important than the content of the visualization [42]. This finding has led to researchers focusing on how the students interact with the animation, rather than what the animation shows.

Naps et al. devised the engagement taxonomy [86] which proposed seven categories in which students could engage with visualization tools in learning. The taxonomy included a category for when no visualization was used: non-viewing. The others represent the active visualization engagement categories:
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1. **Viewing**. The student views the visualization. According to Lauer [56], viewer can be:
   
   (a) **Passive**: teachers take the conducting role and explains the graphical components in the visualization, and they will also explain the steps if the visualization consists of an animation;
   
   (b) **Active**: students watch the visualization by themselves.

2. **Responding**. Students are asked to answer questions as the visualization is demonstrated. In the case of animations, they may be asked to guess what happens next in the animation.

3. **Changing**. Students have to change the appearance of an existing visualization.

4. **Constructing**. Students create the visualization from scratch.

5. **Presenting**. Students present their own visualizations to their peers.

The engagement taxonomy has recently been used as yardstick for evaluations of visualization tools. Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide report in a long-term study that the increasing engagement of the student does not always lead to increased grades [121]. However, the drop-out rates of the students were lower after using the more engaging tool, also there were learning improvements when using engaging visualizations for learning complex topics.

Knobelsdorf *et al.* suggest that most of the tools and studies are expert and teacher centered [48]. Almost none of them has been developed by having the student in center. Novice students only participate in the final evaluation of the tool, and thus the tools may not reflect their needs and understanding. They propose “to investigate how students use a visualization tool regularly for their programming assignments and how they interact with the tool in the process of internalization” [48]. A similar line of research is presented in Paper II, where the roles the animation tool can take for the student are presented.
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The experimental studies on automatic program animation and visual debuggers have yielded usually positive results, if sometimes due to the extra time spent learning by the subjects — as Hundhausen et al. detected [42]. VINCE [107] and OGRE [68] are two visual debuggers that, when students use them, they learn better than those who do not use them.

The animation tool PlanAni bases its animation on the roles of variables [108] and studies have focused both on the benefits of the roles of the variables and on the impact of the animation on the students’ learning. One of the benefits of the tool is that the use of roles is good for communication between teacher and student [109]. Nevalainen and Sajaniemi [87, 88] compared different versions of the tool to find the most beneficial factor for learning. An animated version, a static version of PlanAni, and a textual version with explanations about roles were given to the students to interact with. The final finding was that the students’ knowledge about the roles of variables did not depend on the animation nor on the graphical representation.

3.3 JELIOT 3

Jeliot 3 belongs to a family of visualization tools that include algorithm animation (Eliot [53] and Jeliot I [36]) and program animation tools (Jeliot 2000 [8] and Jeliot 3 [76]). In this section we summarize the history of Jeliot, but a more complete review of the history of Jeliot has been published by Ben-Ari et al. [6].

Jeliot 2000 was the first to focus on program animation and the predecessor to Jeliot 3, and they share many features. After Jeliot I, many of the design choices of Jeliot 2000 were meant to support novices in their learning. Common to the family is the use of a theater metaphor [53] to explain the visualization components (actors) and the execution steps (script). In the program animation branch of the family, the program (script) is only self animated (the director is the tool). In the algorithm animation branch, the user can also take the role of the director and choose what to animate and how.
Jeliot 3 development was guided by technical necessities. Jeliot 2000’s implementation of the animation was tightly coupled to the source code interpreter. As the need to animate more object-oriented concepts arose, the limitation was apparent, and a new modular architecture for Jeliot 3 was implemented [70, 82]. The next section describes the architecture, and Papers III, IV, and VI present the modifications proposed and implemented using the current architecture.

Jeliot 3’s interface is divided into two main components, see Figure 3.3. The left-hand side panel is the editing panel and consists of the editor menu bar, containing buttons to access text-edit functions, and the editor itself. The right-hand side panel is the animation area, the theater, where visualization occurs. On the bottom, the control buttons are represented using a VCR remote controller.
metaphor (DVR would be a more current term). They allow the user to compile the code, and to run the animation. Next to the control buttons, the console is displayed, which prints out the messages and system output. When the animation starts, the theater drapes open and the editor is blocked during the animation. The Java notional machine defined by Jeliot 3 is visible once the animation starts.

The theater, see Figure 3.2, is divided into several areas that represent parts of the memory and the processing unit. Program execution will update the theater with new actors (variables, methods, constants, ...) which will be displayed as boxes and moved around according to the source code.

![Diagram of the animation frame (theater) in Jeliot 3.](image)

**Figure 3.2: The structure of the animation frame (theater) in Jeliot 3.**

### 3.3.1 Implementation

The modularity requirement of Jeliot 3 was one of the main reasons of developing Jeliot 3 to improve the system structure and design. The modular design, see Figure 3.3, was described in Myller’s Mas-
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Figure 3.2: The structure of the animation frame (theatre) in Jeliot 3.

3.3.1 Implementation

The modularity requirement of Jeliot 3 was one of the main reasons
of developing Jeliot 3 to improve the system structure and design.
The modular design, see Figure 3.3, was described in Myller’s Mas-
ter’s thesis [82]:

“The structure of Jeliot 3 is shown in 3.3. The user interacts
with the user interface and creates the source code of the pro-
gram (1). The source code is sent to the interpreter and the
intermediate code is extracted during the execution of the code
(2 and 3). The intermediate code is interpreted and the direc-
tions are given to the visualization engine (4 and 5). The user
can control the animation by playing, pausing, rewinding or
playing step-by-step the animation (6). Furthermore, the user
can give input data, for example, an integer or a string, to the
program executed by the interpreter (6, 7 and 8). ”

Figure 3.3: The functional structure of Jeliot 3. From Myller’s Master’s Thesis [82].

The intermediate presentation of the program execution, be-
tween steps 3 and 4, was defined with an intermediate code called
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MCode [70]. The MCode represented the steps taken by the Java interpreter and was meant to be general enough to represent the execution of other programming languages. Proving the modularity design, independent researchers replaced the Java interpreter and created versions of Jeliot for C++ [47] and Python [31]. The modular design allowed for the creation of different interpreters that will produce different visualizations (step 4). An approach to this feature was used by Myller to automatically add questions to the visualization in Jeliot 3 [83].

### 3.3.2 Evaluation

As said before, it was the research done in the algorithm animation branch of the Jeliot family that started the development of the program animation. Lattu *et al.* [55] did preliminary research on Jeliot I with two groups of students learning to program, one from a university and another from a high school. On one hand, Lattu *et al.* found that novices struggled with the complexity of Jeliot I interface and that teachers could not use the tool to teach basic programming concepts like control flow [55]. On the other hand, students appreciated the animations of values moving according to the algorithm. Further research by Lattu *et al.* [54] mentions flexibility as a key property of visualization tools so that they can be used as demonstration programs.

In the program animation branch, Ben-Bassat Levy *et al.* studied the usefulness of Jeliot 2000 [8]. They concluded that the support provided by Jeliot 2000 was valuable to teach mediocre students or those who had difficulties with understanding programming abstract concepts. They found out that Jeliot 2000, with its predefined visualization behavior, provided a common language between students and teachers. In their experiment, the impact of the tools was limited to students with better understanding of programming.

Kannusmäki *et al.* carried out the first experiment with Jeliot 3 [44]. In that experiment, Jeliot 3 was used by online education students. In the qualitative analysis of the students’ weekly feedback, weak,
as in weaker than mediocre, students self-assessed themselves as having learnt programming concepts using Jeliot 3. Not trusting students’ self-assessment, Papers I and II have compared students’ self-assessed knowledge with their actual knowledge as elicited from the program animation.

In the study of Kannusmäki et al., students could be divided into two groups, one that used Jeliot 3 at some point while working on the exercise and the other one that preferred a standard Java toolchain [44]. Strong and mediocre students mostly used another development environment and did not like Jeliot 3. Complaints from the students were varied: too slow, too detailed, not standard Java. It was proposed to develop Jeliot 3 further to allow students to tailor the animation according to their knowledge. In Paper III, I explore the idea of automatically tailoring the visualization, in other words, adapting it to the students’ knowledge.

Bednarik used eye-tracking recording to compare the strategies used by novices and experts when using Jeliot 3 for program comprehension and debugging [2]. In a study focusing on program comprehension, he found out that as novices repeatedly used Jeliot 3 to understand what a program did, they changed the focus of their attention from the animation to the source code. Experts, on the contrary, did not need repeated visualizations, and could reason the program’s purpose by mostly looking at the animation [4]. In contrast to the novices, experts had read the code before the animation, and used the animation to fine-tune their answers.

Mylle et al. investigated the effect of visualizations in collaborative learning settings [84]. In the process they extended the engagement taxonomy adding four more categories and modifying two of them: controlled viewing (students choose what to view), entering input (students enter input that modifies the execution and visualization of the program), modifying (students change the visualization by modifying the program or data structure), and reviewing (feedback on the animation is expected from the students) [84].

After finding the status of students’ mental models on assignment (only 17% held a viable one) [61], Ma et al. investigated the
use of Jeliot 3 and cognitive conflict to improve students’ mental models [62]. When compared to a bespoke tool for teaching assignment, Jeliot 3 did not improve students’ mental models. The lack of textual explanation was considered as an important factor, explanations were included in the bespoke tool. The idea of adding explanations to Jeliot 3 had been around for a while, and in Paper VI we investigate the temporal placement of explanations: after or before the concept being explained.

Čisar et al. carried out the largest study on the effectiveness of Jeliot 3 in programming education with 400 students [63]. They could assert that there was a significant difference between the control group, no visualization, and the experiment group, Jeliot 3, in the test at the end of the course. A similar study, albeit smaller, also found Jeliot being beneficial to students of programming [41]. Hongwarittornr and Krairit also checked students’ attitude towards OOP after the course. Jeliot did not have an effect on the students’ attitudes [41].

### 3.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has summarized the relevant research and development literature in program visualization software, in particular automatic program animation tools. It has also briefly introduced Jeliot 3, the tool on which my design research process has focused.

Papers III, VI, and specially Paper IV, focus on stretching the modular design of Jeliot 3 and finding out if its architecture can adapt to implement features suggested by the above literature and by the findings presented in Papers I, II and V.
4 Summary of the Publications

In this chapter, the main findings are presented and discussed. The chapter comprises two main parts. First, results from the observation component are presented in Section 4.1, which summarizes the findings related to the students’ engagement with Jeliot 3 and their understanding of OOP concepts and the animations of Jeliot 3. The following sections, 4.2–4.4, present the siblings of Jeliot 3 that have been developed and evaluated during my research. Those sections correspond to the systems development and experimentation components of the research.

The limitations of the findings and results presented in the first four sections of this chapter are considered in Section 4.5. Finally, the research questions are revisited and answered, Section 4.6.

4.1 ENGAGEMENT AND UNDERSTANDING

This qualitative research explores the impact that Jeliot 3 and its animations have on students’ understanding of programming, and in more detail when they are learning object-oriented concepts. This section summarizes Papers I and II, which report two different studies.

From my point of view, using examination or test results as a measurement of understanding was not enough, and interviews and verbal protocols were used to bring forth students’ understanding. The same verbal protocols were used to recognize the roles Jeliot 3 took when being used by the students.
4.1.1 Students' Knowledge and Understanding

In the first study, a group of six students volunteered to intensive programming tutoring using Jeliot 3 at University of Warwick (UK), the tutored group, and their understanding of Jeliot 3 was compared to those students that used Jeliot 3 without guidance, the normal group. The original purpose of this set up was to have a first hand account of how the tutored students used Jeliot 3. However, the interesting results were only when their understanding was compared with the other group.

According to one of the research hypothesis, the two students from the tutored group should have shown a greater vocabulary and understanding than the four from the normal group. After the basic object oriented concept was explained and practiced in the course all of them where asked to verbally explain what goes on in the Jeliot screen when an object is created. The description of the two groups showed a similar level of detail when describing the animation, and they also showed several misconceptions about the object creation animation. Only two of the normal group students were correct in their explanation of Jeliot 3 animation. All of the students were positive of Jeliot 3 and claimed it had helped them to understand arrays and objects. Sorva would say that arrays and objects have been transliminal concepts [116], or concepts used to overcome a threshold concept [67], in this case addressable memory. Jeliot 3, then, is a valuable tool for students when grounding their knowledge.

In the second study, the issue of understanding during one whole programming course was explored at Iringa University College, Tumaini University (Tanzania). Six Tanzanian students were selected to participate in three individual sessions at different points of the 12-week long course. Each individual session covered one topic. Array creation, method calling, and object creation were the topics selected as their execution is complex and Jeliot 3 animation details all the steps. Students had to watch the animation at least twice per topic. Each time, students were asked to describe what was happening in the screen, similarly to what was asked to the English students at the end of the experiment. The goal of the intervention was to observe the evolution of their knowledge of programming concepts and of the Jeliot 3 animations.

Students did suffer when explaining the animations, and their descriptions were not very verbose. As well, the animations were confusing the students, and when students tried to narrate the animation they showed a mix of conglomerated and misplaced knowledge [96]. For example one student confused the array concept with its depiction in Jeliot 3 that also shows the length of the array. Thus, this student confused the array with one of its properties. In Paper I, it is reasoned that this confusion could be explained by Holmboe's interpretation of Vygotsky's ideas on language and learning [40].

"One possible reason is that for simpler concepts, a student's previous vocabulary is enough to describe what happens on the screen and in the program. For more complex concepts, students are still assimilating the concept, and the terms required to describe the concept do not form part of the students' first order language (composed of the words that are self-explanatory)."

Together, these studies highlight the positive and negative aspects of Jeliot 3. Some of the outcomes are due to the philosophy behind the tool: the notional machine is useful to understand the concepts. However, even with the tool, the fine details of the notional machine are lost on the students, even with considerable tutor support.

Other outcomes are related to the practical implementation of the tool: its features and their usability. The animations of Jeliot 3 and its easy user interface are good to attract novice students without programming experience. The animation is a drawback when the same concept is visualized several times. Without added explanations students will either ignore the animation, or will be confused with it. As it is said in Paper I:
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Students did suffer when explaining the animations, and their descriptions were not very verbose. As well, the animations were confusing the students, and when students tried to narrate the animation they showed a mix of conglomerated and misplaced knowledge [96]. For example one student confused the array concept with its depiction in Jeliot 3 that also shows the length of the array. Thus, this student confused the array with one of its properties. In Paper I, it is reasoned that this confusion could be explained by Holmboe’s interpretation of Vygotsky’s ideas on language and learning [40].

“One possible reason is that for simpler concepts, a student’s previous vocabulary is enough to describe what happens on the screen and in the program. For more complex concepts, students are still assimilating the concept, and the terms required to describe the concept do not form part of the students’ first order language (composed of the words that are self-explanatory). “

Together, these studies highlight the positive and negative aspects of Jeliot 3. Some of the outcomes are due to the philosophy behind the tool: the notional machine is useful to understand the concepts. However, even with the tool, the fine details of the notional machine are lost on the students, even with considerable tutor support.

Other outcomes are related to the practical implementation of the tool: its features and their usability. The animations of Jeliot 3 and its easy user interface are good to attract novice students without programming experience. The animation is a drawback when the same concept is visualized several times. Without added explanations students will either ignore the animation, or will be confused with it. As it is said in Paper I:
“The number of repetitions of the same animation may desen- sitize students to the importance of the animation itself, and reduce it to a “movie of moving boxes”. They were able to follow the boxes, and discover when they have been misplaced, but whilst this is useful to identify bugs, the underlying meaning of the animation may not have been assimilated.”

For these reasons solutions were sought, modifying both the philosophy behind Jeliot 3 and some of its features: Jeliot Adapt, Paper III, Jeliot ConAn, Papers IV and V, and Jeliot with Explanations, Paper VI.

4.1.2 Roles of Program Animation Tools

In Paper I, it was postulated that learning aid and debugger were the roles Jeliot 3 could take and classified students’ answers in the interview according to these two roles. Students answers fit in those categories.

As stated before, for several students and for several threshold concepts, Jeliot 3 helped them understand the concepts. Jeliot 3 animations were used as scaffolding to progress through the zone of proximal development [126], i.e. as a learning aid. For example one student said:

“It [Jeliot 3] is really useful because you can follow it, go through the code [...]. It is helping me to understand how I create objects. [...] It clarifies things, rather than just being a white screen.”

In this study I also sought to find out whether the students used the tool differently if they had had some extra tutoring. Unfortunately, the experiment set up did not led to any insights.

In the second study, Paper II, I analyzed the roles the tool had during students learning. From the recordings, the notes, and the tests from the sessions I induced four different roles Jeliot 3 took while being used to understand the animation and program a small task. The roles were described in Paper II as:
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"The number of repetitions of the same animation may desensitize students to the importance of the animation itself, and reduce it to a "movie of moving boxes". They were able to follow the boxes, and discover when they have been misplaced, but whilst this is useful to identify bugs, the underlying meaning of the animation may not have been assimilated."

For these reasons solutions were sought, modifying both the philosophy behind Jeliot 3 and some of its features: Jeliot Adapt, Paper III, Jeliot ConAn, Papers IV and V, and Jeliot with Explanations, Paper VI.

4.1.2 Roles of Program Animation Tools

In Paper I, it was postulated that learning aid and debugger were the roles Jeliot 3 could take and classified students' answers in the interview according to these two roles. Students' answers fit in these categories.

As stated before, for several students and for several threshold concepts, Jeliot 3 helped them understand the concepts. Jeliot 3 animations were used as scaffolding to progress through the zone of proximal development [126], i.e. as a learning aid. For example one student said: "It [Jeliot 3] is really useful because you can follow it, go through the code [...]. It is helping me to understand how I create objects. [...]. It clarifies things, rather than just being a white screen."

In this study I also sought to find out whether the students used the tool differently if they had had some extra tutoring. Unfortunately, the experiment set up did not led to any insights.

In the second study, Paper II, I analyzed the roles the tool had during students' learning. From the recordings, the notes, and the tests from the sessions I induced four different roles Jeliot 3 took while being used to understand the animation and program a small task. The roles were described in Paper II as:

- **Empty role** We say that the tool has an empty role when the student does not actively visualize the animation, or when the visualization changes neither the student's knowledge nor their attitude in an appreciable way.

- **Exploring role** Animation tools have an exploratory role when they prompt the student to explore or to discover the meaning of the animation and the animated concept through an active visualization.

- **Confusing role** The confusing role of an animation tool is often an unintended one. Animations are made to clarify or to serve as a learning tool. It occurs when the student cannot answer the questions that the active visualization provokes.

- **Teaching role** An animation tool will have a teaching role when it has successfully been used for learning by the student. This role is expected for any animation tool, as learning through animations is the final goal.

- **Evaluating role** The animation tools have an evaluating role when students use them to evaluate or assert their own knowledge.

In the analysis, it is claimed that the tool could take several roles at the same time, and that with time the predominant role is evaluating. Figure 4.1 depicts the transitions between roles found in the data. The loops in the transitions represent when a student gets stuck in one phase of the learning. The goal of the tool is to make the student progress, so that he or she uses the tool in the evaluating role. From the students' descriptions, it was inferred that the tool was evaluating their knowledge when students tried to guess what will happen next. It is my interpretation that if students were describing the animation step after it had happened, then the tool was in a teaching role, i.e. students were trying to understand the notional machine and forming their mental model.

I consider the confusing role as crucial, as it can indicate that the student is in the zone of proximal development [126]. With
appropriate support at that stage the tool will reveal its teaching and evaluating role.

Finally, the activity used to elicit students’ descriptions, view an animation and comprehend a program may have increased the presence of the exploring and evaluating roles. If the student had been using the animation tool for debugging purposes, those roles would have been secondary.

While the roles described here could be the basis of adaptation of animation tools, I did not pursue this approach in Paper III, Jeliot Adapt. The work and analysis resulting in the roles happened after the planning and development of Jeliot Adapt, which followed a more classical adaptation, e.g. Brusilovsky et al. [18].
4.2 JELIOT ADAPT

The Jeliot Adapt prototype aimed to tailor the animation steps to the student’s own goals, knowledge and skills. The work was presented in Paper III. The animation steps would be sped up or hidden according to the student’s current status of knowledge. The status of knowledge would be stored in a so called user model (UM). The user model would be remote and shared between different learning tools that will feed it with data regarding student’s progress [131].

4.2.1 Implementation

Jeliot 3 had been previously improved by the addition of stop-and-think questions [83], which could be generated automatically. The prototype included that new module and added the components to communicate with the remote online user model, see Figure 4.2. In Paper III, the proposed adaptation was limited to the display of the automatically generated question. If the concept of the question had not been mastered by the student, as estimated by the user model, the question would be displayed. Depending on the correctness of the answer the user model would be updated locally.
and propagated to the central user model, called CUMULATE [131]. Further work on the adaptation prototype was carried out to implement more advanced adaptive features, but not reported in Paper III.

In a following prototype, the user model would also be updated when the different concepts were animated by Jeliot 3, indicating that the student has watched that animation. Together with the questions and the visualizations, a more accurate model could be built, to decide whether to omit the steps of the animation.

This line of development was stopped due to several reasons: the complexity of the implementation grew exponentially as more concepts were added to the adaptation, and the previous studies had failed to determine that a certain number of repeated visualizations implied that the student created a viable mental model of the execution.

4.2.2 Evaluation

Due to the early end of the development of the tool, it was not evaluated. However, in Paper III we laid the ground for future empirical evaluations following Brusilovsky et al.’s layered approach [18], and suggesting a mixed methods approach.

Interestingly, we proposed the use of eye-tracking technology to evaluate the adaptive Jeliot 3, in a similar way to that which Bednarik proposed [1]. If evaluation was successful, eye-movement data could also serve as a source for the user model. That way the user model could make the distinction between what Jeliot 3 displays and what the student looks at, and have a more accurate picture of the student’s understanding.

4.2.3 Discussion

Brusilovsky et al. [17] criticized the detailed approach of Jeliot 3 to animations as “shallow” when compared to single concept visualization tools, such as the adaptive explanatory visualization tool
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4.2.3 Discussion

Brusilovsky et al. [17] criticized the detailed approach of Jeliot 3 to animations as “shallow” when compared to single concept visualization tools, such as the adaptive explanatory visualization tool 48 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 149. Their reason was that single concept tools can expand the visualization with explanations and detailed assessments related to that concept. I concur with them in that adapting for a single concept it is easier that making it general, it would have been hard to adapt all the animations in Jeliot 3. However, further work is needed to make Jeliot 3 beneficial for all kinds of students, even those who may be taken aback due to its “simplicity”. As well, Myller’s automatic questions for Jeliot 3 [83], and the automatic explanations presented here require fresh approaches to be relevant to all students.

4.3 JELIOT 3 AND EXPLANATIONS

From my research, and others people’s research, the need and benefits of extending Jeliot 3 with explanations was clear. Brusilovksy et al. already presented a program visualization system that included them [16, 129] Thus, in our case we focused on investigating how to properly design the feature for better learning impact. I supervised Wang’s implementation work on the feature and his Master’s thesis [127], which included an empirical evaluation. Paper VI contains a report on the evaluation.

Our prototype, see Figure 4.3, included a concise explanation and a more detailed explanation. The concise explanation was always displayed and it explained the animation at each step. The extended explanation included a theoretical description of the concept and it was displayed on the students’ demand. The explanation window was a separate one and it was open on the top-right corner. Explanations used in the prototype were taken from Raposa’s Java textbook [104].

4.3.1 Implementation

The implementation of the explanations used the modular design of Jeliot 3. The theater interpreter processed the intermediate code to produce the animation and display the explanation. Explanations
were linked with the animation and they were only shown at the corresponding animation step [127]. Several libraries and designs for the explanation windows were tested. The final result can be seen in Figure 4.3.

### 4.3.2 Evaluation

The evaluation focused on the effect of the temporal placement of the explanation regarding the animated concept. In the between subject study, thus, there were two levels in the primary factor. In one level the explanation was first and in the other the animation was first. We did not consider the possibility of explanation and animation at the same time.

The study was carried out at the University of Eastern Finland in Joensuu, and 18 students volunteered to participate, 15 male and 3 female. The experiment consisted of students attending one individual session. The students watched the animations corresponding to three programming concepts: 1) object initialization and
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of Jeliot augmented with explanations from Paper VI

were linked with the animation and they were only shown at the corresponding animation step [127]. Several libraries and designs for the explanation windows were tested. The final result can be seen in Figure 4.3.

4.3.2 Evaluation

The evaluation focused on the effect of the temporal placement of the explanation regarding the animated concept. In the between subject study, thus, there were two levels in the primary factor. In one level the explanation was first and in the other the animation was first. We did not consider the possibility of explanation and animation at the same time.

The study was carried out at the University of Eastern Finland in Joensuu, and 18 students volunteered to participate, 15 male and 3 female. The experiment consisted of students attending one individual session. The students watched the animations corresponding to three programming concepts: 1) object initialization and “this” keyword, 2) reference return and assignment, and 3) garbage collection. They watched the animation twice: the first time without explanations, and the second time with the explanations shown according to the condition. A pre-test and post-test were handed at the beginning and at the end of the session respectively to measure students understanding and record their vocabulary. The tests were identical and included one question for each concept (Q1, Q2, and Q3). The scores of the pre-test ($score_1$) and post-test ($score_2$) were graded from 0 to 5, and we measured the learning gain in the study as $Learning\ gain = \frac{score_2 - score_1}{max - score_1}$, where $max$ is the maximum score possible.

Table 4.1 contains the main result of the experiment. The statistical tests show that there are significant “differences in the learning contingent with the temporal arrangement of animations and explanations” [128]. The animation-first students significantly improved their knowledge of the concepts on two concepts: object initialization and “this” keyword, and garbage collection.

The analysis of the written answers indicated that students from the animation-first group did improve their vocabulary by acquiring the vocabulary from the explanations. Explanation-first students rarely improved their answers or their vocabulary.

Table 4.1: Mean learning gains, standard deviations, t value, and 2-tailed p value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q 1</th>
<th>Q 2</th>
<th>Q 3</th>
<th>Mean gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animation-first (N=10)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation-first (N=8)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t value</td>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>-0.139</td>
<td>2.732</td>
<td>2.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p value (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“this” keyword, 2) reference return and assignment, and 3) garbage collection. They watched the animation twice: the first time without explanations, and the second time with the explanations shown according to the condition. A pre-test and post-test were handed at the beginning and at the end of the session respectively to measure students understanding and record their vocabulary. The tests were identical and included one question for each concept (Q1, Q2, and Q3). The scores of the pre-test ($score_1$) and post-test ($score_2$) were graded from 0 to 5, and we measured the learning gain in the study as $Learning\ gain = \frac{score_2 - score_1}{max - score_1}$, where $max$ is the maximum score possible.

Table 4.1 contains the main result of the experiment. The statistical tests show that there are significant “differences in the learning contingent with the temporal arrangement of animations and explanations” [128]. The animation-first students significantly improved their knowledge of the concepts on two concepts: object initialization and “this” keyword, and garbage collection.

The analysis of the written answers indicated that students from the animation-first group did improve their vocabulary by acquiring the vocabulary from the explanations. Explanation-first students rarely improved their answers or their vocabulary.

4.3.3 Discussion

Classical studies of multimedia learning as those of Moreno and Mayer [81] have demonstrated the impact of what they call the contiguity principle. That is, information given using, for example,
verbal and visual means should be as spatially and temporally contiguous as possible. Moreno and Mayer did not find significant differences in the temporal arrangement of the textual explanations. Moreover, Clark and Mayer [21] suggested adding the explanation at the beginning of the animation. Other program visualization tools have included explanations but have had them in a corner and simultaneous to the animation [103, 117]. Here, the results contradict those of Moreno and Mayer [81] and also discourage the use of simultaneous explanations in favor of explanations shown after the animation. This study does not investigate the viability of the students’ mental model, but the acquisition of vocabulary is a step in the right direction towards being able to understand complex concepts which students cannot manipulate [40].

4.4 JELIOT CONAN

MatrixPro, an algorithm simulation tool [45], was the first to include the possibility of errors in a visualization. In an interesting exercise, the tool asks students to construct an incorrect data structure. However, that kind of exercise was not further researched, and the possibilities have not been explored until now. The idea of conflictive animations for programming starts with the assumption of the importance of errors in programming, and in education in general. In papers IV and V the idea of conflictive animations is presented, implemented and evaluated.

According to Paper V, errors have been used in education for improving three key aspects of learning: conceptual knowledge [34, 114], student skills [34] and student attitudes [14, 100]. In programming, Ma et al. have used students’ errors as a way to spark cognitive conflicts [62]. Bennedsen and Caspersen proposed that students should be exposed to the errors that occur during the programming process [10]. Ma et al. used animations to correct students’ understandings and Bennedsen and Caspersen used pre-recorded videos of a programmer working in a development task.

In Moreno et al. [78], we defined conflictive animations as:
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“those [animations] that deliberately do not reproduce what the animated code or algorithm is programmed to perform.”

In that sense, animations are wrong and students cannot trust them. This contrasts with the use of errors by Ma et al. [62]. Here it is the animation creating the conflict, albeit the student does not know when the conflict happens.

The original engagement taxonomy did not account for conflictive animations [86]. Thus, to list the possible kinds of activities that conflictive animations prompt, a new conflictive dimension can be added to the taxonomy with the same categories but with different interpretations.

1. **Viewing.** With conflictive animations, viewing the visualization can be done in two ways.

   (a) **Passive.** The teacher takes the conducting role and explains the steps in the animation, highlighting the conflictive steps and explaining the reasons.

   (b) **Active.** Students watch the animation by themselves, looking for an error that has already been explained.

2. **Responding.** Students are asked to spot the error or errors in the animation. Identifying the error does not necessarily mean that the student has wholly grasped the concept, but at least that they have a functional mental model of the program execution or algorithm.

3. **Changing.** From a given conflictive animation students should correct the error in the animation, usually by modifying the animation. This error may have been spotted by them or marked by the teacher in advance. Correcting the conflict requires a good understanding of the concept behind it and of the graphical representation.

4. **Constructing.** In this case, students purposely create several conflictive animations of a given concept. These animations can reflect how their understanding of the concept has evolved.
5. **Presenting.** At this level, students are asked to present their own conflictive animations and try to deceive peers into thinking it is a correct animation. This activity introduces added motivation in the form of competition among peers. As a side effect, students may delve into the more obscure features of the algorithm or programming concept.

Jeliot ConAn (*Conflictive Animation*) is a tool to automatically produce conflictive animations from teachers’ or students’ source code. The otherwise not very active Viewing category becomes more engaging when conflicts are added. Students using Jeliot ConAn advance the animation step by step and when following the animation they have to identify the step that produces the conflict and signal it pressing the “Error” button. Figure 4.4 shows Jeliot ConAn after the user has correctly identified the error. The student has to answer a question to avoid random guesses.
4.4.1 Implementation

In Paper IV, I proposed a layered implementation of automatic conflictive animations based on the modular design of Jeliot 3. Before the animation is shown to the students several system components, or layers, of an automatic animation tool are capable of creating the following conflicts.

Source code layer The tool can transparently modify the source code to be animated.

Parser layer The parser can change the meaning or order of execution of operators.

Tree interpreter layer The interpretation of the abstract syntax tree by the language interpreter can be modified to change the choice of methods to be executed. This layer holds most of the information in an easy way to be manipulated, and, thus, it is a good source for the automatic generation of conflicts.

Intermediate code layer A new intermediate code interpreter can be added to the tool to produce a completely different animation. However, this layer lacks most of the execution context and it is not a good source of conflicts: the execution context would have to be reproduced in this layer to create conflicts that are consistent with the ongoing animation.

Visualization layer The visualization layer has even less information about the program running, but an easy way to create conflicts is by changing the icons of operations, or names of methods being displayed. In any case, the execution and other values would be consistent and correct.

The Jeliot ConAn prototype creates conflicts at the tree interpreter layer, and the intermediate code layer is modified to keep track of the generated conflicts. For demonstration purposes another prototype has been created that creates the conflicts in the parser layer.

To develop Jeliot ConAn, the Jeliot 3 system structure, see Figure 3.3, was modified and new modules were incorporated, see
Figure 4.5. From Paper V, the generation of conflictive animations is as follows.

“The generation of conflicts starts when the user enters the source code for a program (1) that is sent for interpretation by the conflicting version of DynamicJava. The interpreter produces the intermediate code for the execution. At some point, the interpreter will misinterpret a statement in the program according to preprogrammed behavior—for example, an overridden method may be called instead of the overriding method. This misinterpretation will produce an alternative execution that is reflected in the MCode. The resulting intermediate code is surrounded by specific MCode instructions marking the beginning and the end of the conflictive part (3). At this time, the conflict object will have been created (4) containing all the relevant information of that conflict (location, method called, class information, etc.). This MCode is sent to the intermediate code interpreter (5), which will interpret the intermediate code line by line as the animation progresses step by step.”

4.4.2 Evaluation

Jeliot ConAn was tested in two different ways. First the implementation was tested for coverage, and, secondly, the educational impact was studied with a between subject study.

The implementation of Jeliot ConAn made it easy to create new conflictive animations. In the prototype, three conflictive concepts were developed: conflictive method overriding, conflictive implicit super call, and conflictive for update statements. The automatic ability to produce conflicts was tested by systematically collecting example programs from 5 Java textbooks and 1 website, and running them in Jeliot ConAn. In total 27 programs were found, 12 demonstrating inheritance concepts and 15 for loops, see Table 4.2. Of the 27 programs, 3 were not able to automatically produce conflictive animations due to the implementation. 16 could be animated straight away to produce conflictive animations, and an extra
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Figure 4.5. From Paper V, the generation of conflictive animations is as follows.

"The generation of conflicts starts when the user enters the source code for a program (1) that is sent for interpretation by the conflicting version of DynamicJava. The interpreter produces the intermediate code for the execution. At some point, the interpreter will misinterpret a statement in the program according to preprogrammed behavior—for example, an overridden method may be called instead of the overriding method. This misinterpretation will produce an alternative execution that is reflected in the MCode. The resulting intermediate code is surrounded by specific MCode instructions marking the beginning and the end of the conflictive part (3). At this time, the conflict object will have been created (4) containing all the relevant information of that conflict (location, method called, class information, etc.). This MCode is sent to the intermediate code interpreter (5), which will interpret the intermediate code line by line as the animation progresses step by step."

4.4.2 Evaluation

Jeliot ConAn was tested in two different ways. First the implementation was tested for coverage, and, secondly, the educational impact was studied with a between subject study.

The implementation of Jeliot ConAn made it easy to create new conflictive animations. In the prototype, three conflictive concepts were developed: conflictive method overriding, conflictive implicit super call, and conflictive for update statements. The automatic ability to produce conflicts was tested by systematically collecting example programs from 5 Java textbooks and 1 website, and running them in Jeliot ConAn. In total 27 programs were found, 12 demonstrating inheritance concepts and 15 for loops, see Table 4.2.

Of the 27 programs, 3 were not able to automatically produce conflictive animations due to the implementation. 16 could be animated straight away to produce conflictive animations, and an extra 56

---
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Figure 4.5: System structure of Jeliot ConAn from Paper V
Table 4.2: Results from testing of textbook program examples against Jeliot ConAn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>For Loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation with minor changes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation with major changes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No generation due to example program</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No generation due to conflictive animation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 12 15

5 required modifications. The remaining 5 concepts did not contain code that executed any of the conflictive concepts developed.

Those results indicated the little effort required by teachers to incorporate conflictive animations to their toolbox using readily available examples.

Given students’ difficulties in understanding Jeliot 3’s animations of object oriented concepts, I evaluated the impact of one learning session on inheritance concepts with students using Jeliot 3. Eighteen students from the University of Eastern Finland (Joensuu) took part in a between subject study (11 male, 7 female). The control group used Jeliot 3 to find the bugs in two computer programs. The experiment group used Jeliot ConAn to find the conflicts in conflictive animations. The programs from both groups were similar.

Students completed two identical knowledge tests at the beginning and at the end of session with identical multiple-choice questions. As well, they wrote down the description of an object creation. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the main results. Normality test for the group distribution failed and non-parametric statistical tests were chosen, Wilcoxon Signed-rank and Mann-Whitney tests.

According to these results the impact of conflictive animations regarding students’ conceptual knowledge is not statistically sig-
Table 4.2: Results from testing of textbook program examples against Jeliot ConAn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result Inheritance For Loop</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation with minor changes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic generation with major changes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No generation due to example program</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No generation due to conflictive animation implementation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those results indicated the little effort required by teachers to incorporate conflictive animations to their toolbox using readily available examples.

Given students' difficulties in understanding Jeliot 3's animations of object oriented concepts, I evaluated the impact of one learning session on inheritance concepts with students using Jeliot 3. Eighteen students from the University of Eastern Finland (Joensuu) took part in a between subject study (11 male, 7 female). The control group used Jeliot 3 to find the bugs in two computer programs. The experiment group used Jeliot ConAn to find the conflicts in conflictive animations. The programs from both groups were similar.

Students completed two identical knowledge tests at the beginning and at the end of session with identical multiple-choice questions. As well, they wrote down the description of an object creation. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the main results. Normality test for the group distribution failed and non-parametric statistical tests were chosen, Wilcoxon Signed-rank and Mann-Whitney tests.

According to these results the impact of conflictive animations regarding students' conceptual knowledge is not statistically significant, but it exists. Students from the experimental group had improved their knowledge, if only by half a point, after interacting with the conflictive animations for 40 minutes.

Regarding the graphical questionnaire, which consisted of 11 questions, the difference was not statistically significant (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test, p-value=0.62). However, the average score result for this questionnaire was higher in the control group, 6.82 points, than in the experimental group, 4.82. As a side note, previous programming experience showed a correlation with the graphical questionnaire results in both groups (Spearman’s test: Jeliot 3 group p-value= 0.03; Jeliot ConAn group p-value=0.12). Expert students described better the animation than non-expert students. There was no correlation between the gain and the experience in any of the groups.

4.4.3 Discussion

The engagement taxonomy, which has been augmented as part of this dissertation, partly reflects the roles that were identified in the study presented in Section 4.1. The engagement taxonomy presents what students are expected or asked to do with the tool, while the
roles of the tools expands on what the tool actually sparks in students’ learning process. Jeliot 3, as has been used in the studies here, can be considered as belonging to the active viewing level in the engagement taxonomy. However, as we have seen, the tool takes different roles as students try to understand a new topic when viewing the animation, and modifying the code that produces the animation. The fact that one of the roles the tool can take is confusing has resulted in exploring that idea further by developing a confusing responding tool, Jeliot ConAn, as per the augmented engagement taxonomy. This design aimed to lead students to use Jeliot 3 in the teaching and evaluating roles, as consequences of the now forced confusing role.

The implementation and the results presented here are only a first step towards a better understanding of the roles of errors for learning in animations and other visualizations. The implementation only covers automatic program visualization, which is quite general and flexible for several learning scenarios. However, not all the activities presented in the extended engagement taxonomy are covered by Jeliot 3. Creating more conflictive exercises in MatrixPro, or supporting conflictive simulations with UUhistle, would enable new activities, one of them presented in Paper VII.

Of the three key aspects of learning that errors can impact (conceptual knowledge, student skills, and student attitudes), the study presented here shows some improvements in students’s conceptual knowledge and skills after using conflictive animations in Jeliot 3 when compared to using Jeliot 3 as a debugging tool. Some evidence points that conflictive animations made students more aware of their gaps in understanding, and maybe in a painful way: “conflictive animation students” were less confident in their knowledge, and less comfortable using the tool. The experienced discomfort by the students can be a reflection of the confusing role of the tool, and thus positive towards learning as it is theorized in Figure 4.1.
4.5 LIMITATION OF THE RESULTS

The results presented here are the product of the research carried out around Jeliot 3. While being one popular program animation tool, it is not the only one. Observing students’ reaction and description of animations produced by other tools, and even other programming paradigms, would have led to more generalizable results. However, the theater metaphor in Jeliot 3 is present in newer program visualization tools like UUhislte [117], which already includes explanations and the option for the student to simulate the program execution.

Regarding the experiments, the low number of subjects may threaten the statistical reliability of the quantitative experiments. To improve ecological validity and in order to evaluate the effect of Jeliot 3 in students’ learning, it is noted that teachers and students should have used it before [8]. Due to the difficulties to arrange programming courses which used Jeliot 3 as a tool, I resorted to evaluate those courses that I was either teaching or assisting at, except for Paper VI. In those courses, I used Jeliot to explain the main concepts to small groups. This improved ecological validity but not so powerful statistical test could be used.

4.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS REVISITED

In light of the summary of the publications above, it is time to revisit the research questions that have guided this research. The answers are based on the already presented results and take into consideration their limitations.

QUESTION 1. How do novice students engage in using Jeliot 3 when learning new programming concepts?

QUESTION 2. How do novice students understand the visualizations provided by Jeliot 3 when learning new programming concepts?
These two questions aimed to understand better visualizations, especially the animations produced by Jeliot 3, while they are used by the students. In this research, first we postulated that Jeliot 3 main uses were as a learning tool and as debugger. Later, the roles were investigated and four were identified, exploring, confusing, teaching, and evaluating — plus an extra empty one for when the tool have no role.

The defined roles explain what what the students went through while visualizing an animation they did not fully understand. A linear path from exploring to evaluating roles would be desired, in other words, from initially trying to understand the animation to using the animation to check on their own knowledge. However, students followed several paths, as shown in Figure 4.1, that not always ended in evaluating, or even teaching. In my understanding, from students’ descriptions, Jeliot 3 failed to untangle students’ fragile knowledge, specially the misplaced an conglomerated kinds of fragile knowledge (see Section 2.1.1). That is, for some of the weaker students the confusing role of the tool was neither remedied by special tutoring, nor repeated visualizations. Students with a more solid understanding of Java followed a more direct path towards using the tool for evaluating their knowledge.

QUESTION 3. How can new features be implemented in Jeliot 3 using its modular architecture in a way that facilitates its usage in diverse learning scenarios?

With the modular design of Jeliot 3, a new system has been developed from Jeliot 3, Jeliot ConAn, and the current one has added two versions, Jeliot with Explanations and Jeliot Adapt. The modular architecture has resulted in a system that can be modified to add new features without removing current ones. Explanations, a needed feature, were added by Wang [127]. However, the flexibility of Jeliot 3 to automatically animate programs complicates the efforts to adapt the animation in a meaningful and complete way.

The layered implementation of conflictive animations in Jeliot ConAn is an example of how the architecture of Jeliot 3 allows for...
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These two questions aimed to understand better visualizations, especially the animations produced by Jeliot 3, while they are used by the students. In this research, first we postulated that Jeliot 3 main uses were as a learning tool and as debugger. Later, the roles were investigated and four were identified, exploring, confusing, teaching, and evaluating — plus an extra empty one for when the tool have no role.

The defined roles explain what the students went through while visualizing an animation they did not fully understand. A linear path from exploring to evaluating roles would be desired, in other words, from initially trying to understand the animation to using the animation to check on their own knowledge. However, students followed several paths, as shown in Figure 4.1, that not always ended in evaluating, or even teaching. In my understanding, from students' descriptions, Jeliot 3 failed to untangle students' fragile knowledge, specially the misplaced and conglomerated kinds of fragile knowledge (see Section 2.1.1). That is, for some of the weaker students the confusing role of the tool was neither remedied by special tutoring, nor repeated visualizations. Students with a more solid understanding of Java followed a more direct path towards using the tool for evaluating their knowledge.

QUESTION 3. How can new features be implemented in Jeliot 3 using its modular architecture in a way that facilitates its usage in diverse learning scenarios?

With the modular design of Jeliot 3, a new system has been developed from Jeliot 3, Jeliot ConAn, and the current one has added two versions, Jeliot with Explanations and Jeliot Adapt. The modular architecture has resulted in a system that can be modified to add new features without removing current ones. Explanations, a needed feature, were added by Wang [127]. However, the flexibility of Jeliot 3 to automatically animate programs complicates the efforts to adapt the animation in a meaningful and complete way.

The layered implementation of conflictive animations in Jeliot ConAn is an example of how the architecture of Jeliot 3 allows for new features that require the interaction of several modules.

Jeliot with Explanations is meant to be used when students are on their own, maybe after the teachers have explained the animations or the concepts, in other words, in an active viewing role as per the engagement taxonomy [56, 86]. Jeliot ConAn can be used in more diverse learning scenarios, viewing and responding, though not all of the ones listed in the conflict-extended engagement taxonomy.

QUESTION 4. What effect have the newly implemented features on students’ engagement and understanding of new programming concepts?

The effect of explanations and conflictive animations were overall positive for students’ understanding. The explanations, together with the animation, improved students understanding after a short session. However, there was a difference in the effectiveness due to the temporal arrangement of the explanations. Explanations before animation resulted in better written descriptions of the programming concepts by the students.

Conflictive animations, as implemented in Jeliot ConAn, did not have a significant effect in understanding. As well, students using Jeliot ConAn reported discomfort, which may have lead to lower engagement. In any case, Jeliot ConAn users were resorting to learning material when trying to find the errors, which did not happen when students tried to debug a program with Jeliot 3. This result indicates that students improved their meta-cognition and evaluated their knowledge while using Jeliot ConAn.
Conclusions

“I was recently exposed to a demonstration of what was pretended to be an educational software for an introductory programming course. With its “visualizations” on the screen it was such an obvious case of curriculum infantilization…” – Edsger W. Dijkstra

In this thesis, Jeliot 3 has been evaluated in real contexts to observe how students use it to learn new concepts using the animations. Following a systems development research approach, these observations have resulted in the development of several systems. Experimental evaluation of these systems have not been conclusive and more evaluations are needed to measure the impact of the new developments. In particular, this thesis has opened the interesting path of conflictive animations, and highlighted the possibilities of errors in programming education.

In this chapter, the previous results and discussions are transformed into recommendations and opportunities for future research.

5.1 NEW WAYS FOR PROGRAMMING EDUCATION

As Postman says, anytime we are teaching, or developing educational software, we need to ask ourselves what is the end of education. Programming education at university level have focused very much on formal learning. In this case, the end has been creating a solid foundation for the rest of the computer science studies. Formal learning usually involves a teacher and a set of declarative knowledge that teachers believe students have to learn. This approach can be behind the troubles in current programming courses.

In parallel, younger children in schools are learning to program by creating games and robots with friendly tools, e.g., Scratch, Alice and AgentSheets. Attempts have been made to bring these tools to
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In this chapter, the previous results and discussions are transformed into recommendations and opportunities for future research.

5.1 NEW WAYS FOR PROGRAMMING EDUCATION

As Postman says, anytime we are teaching, or developing educational software, we need to asks ourselves what is the end of education. Programming education at university level have focused very much on formal learning. In this case, the end has been creating a solid foundation for the rest of the computer science studies. Formal learning usually involves a teacher and a set of declarative knowledge that teachers believe students have to learn. This approach can be behind the troubles in current programming courses. In parallel, younger children in schools are learning to program by creating games and robots with friendly tools, e.g., Scratch, Alice and AgentSheets. Attempts have been made to bring these tools to
what is called “Introductory Computer Science”, or CS0, and the results are encouraging, lowering drop-out levels and broadening the interest of students in computer science. Eventually, the transition to formal learning is done and the struggles reappear. That change of paradigm can be confusing, and it would be better to have a cross-cutting paradigm that will be used during the whole computer science degree.

In this thesis, I have explored the idea of errors as a useful resource for programming in the form of conflictive animations. Eventually, a whole computer science curricula could be designed around them. In the research presented, students learnt by finding the errors in conflictive animations. However, students complained of not being comfortable using the tool. In order to develop further the conflictive animation idea, a conflictive game is proposed and described in Paper VII and summarized next.

5.1.1 Conflictive Animations Game

The conflictive animation game presented in Paper VII aims to increase the engagement of the student by having them constructing the conflictive animation. The game part is when they have to find the errors in other students’ animations. An environment akin to Peerwise [24] can be used to promote the best animations. In Peerwise, students answer and rate other students’ multiple choice questions. In our game, the animations will be rated and errors found by the students.

5.1.2 Future work

The conflictive animations game is a concept that still needs to be developed and researched, but it should be seen as the first step to combine errors and games for computing education. Further work should clarify how to expand the combination of errors and games to the curricula. On one hand, having student deal with errors can improve their knowledge, skills and attitudes, as said in Paper V. On the other hand, games are great for motivation and engagement.
Conclusions

The eye-tracking evaluation suggested for Jeliot Adapt could be the method to further evaluate Jeliot ConAn and Jeliot with Explanations. Jeliot ConAn activities are meant for novice students paying more attention to the animation, eye-tracking data could easily confirm that. The empirical results of the evaluation of Jeliot with Explanations, students learn better when explanations are shown before the visualization, needs to be explored further. Eye-tracking data can serve to compare the different strategies students follow when being displayed the explanations.

The impact studies of Jeliot ConAn and Jeliot with Explanations would benefit from experiments that include a large sample of subjects and that last for an entire course of introduction to programming. However, in the case of Jeliot ConAn, given that it is a new concept and more needs to be understood, more qualitative studies are warranted to understand students’ attitude towards conflictive animation and its role in their learning.

The definition of the roles that Jeliot 3 took with novices can be the basis for the design of a smart user interface. Jeliot 3 options and visualizations could change depending on the current understanding of the student. Students’ verbal descriptions, after being analyzed via voice or text recognition, could be the basis of the adaptation.

In the experiment with Jeliot with Explanations, the data collected showed that students who watched explanations before the visualization gave better descriptions of the animations. The vocabulary they used in their answers was also closer to the one used in the explanations. These two phenomena are an indication of better learning; however, further research is needed to compare the viability of the mental models of the two groups after the intervention. The experiment as it was may be only testing for students’ recall rather than understanding.

Recent theoretical developments present TPACK as a framework to study the interaction of technological knowledge with pedagogical and content knowledge [49]. TPACK makes explicit the linkages between the different types of knowledge that teachers require.
to teach in a certain context. TPACK surveys assess the teachers’ self-awareness and confidence on using technology in their teaching practice. This framework and associated tools can complement the work carried out here and the work of Ben-Bassat Levy [7] in studying the use, or lack of it, of visualization tools by programming teachers. In particular, it would be interesting to find out how explicitly teaching the roles of visualization tools to teachers can increase the teachers’ Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge as measured by TPACK instruments, and how it will reflect in the adoption of tools by teachers to teach programming.

5.2 IMPLICATIONS

The research presented here translates to practical implications for developers and teachers involved in program visualization.

5.2.1 Implications for Program Visualization Developers and Researchers

Developers and researchers of program visualization tools, and even any educational visualization tools, should accommodate for the different roles the tool takes with the students using it. Different roles require different support to smoothen student’s path towards the evaluating role. Concept explanations given at the confusing role is the most obvious one as implemented in Paper VI. The exploring role of the tool could be supported with contextual help that displays when students move the cursor to the graphical blocks of the visualization.

Tackling adaptation in program visualization is better done in small conceptual steps, and not aiming to cover the language constructs and concepts. How to combine students’ own programs with adaptation is still an open question.

Finally, researchers should not be afraid of exploring innovative ways to move the program visualization field further. Here, conflictive animations and a game were presented, but still many other
unconventional solutions are around that are fun for students and fun for the developers and researchers.

5.2.2 Implications for Teachers Using Program Visualization Tools

Jeliot 3, and other program visualization tools, usually represent faithfully the complexity of program execution and lots of fine details are not fully grasped by the students. In this case, that ability is very powerful and complete, but risks in students not having the knowledge, skills or attitudes to grasp the information [97]. Teachers should make sure that the graphical blocks of the visualization are understood before student can proceed with the animations.

Jeliot ConAn re-enforces the roles of errors in education and brings confusion. Teachers should be free to explore how to use errors and confusions in their lectures to keep students' attention. Errors and confusion can make students uncomfortable, but learning should prepare students to accept discomfort for a greater good.

5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research carried out here has opened more doors than it has closed. Through the active research and development of Jeliot 3, the roles that Jeliot 3 takes have been defined, and several siblings have come to light and have been empirically evaluated. The final outcome is that more research and development in program animation and in Jeliot is necessary.
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Andrés Moreno: Re-designing Program Animation

Andrés Moreno
Re-designing Program Animation
From tools’ roles to new learning activities

Programming animation tools aim to lower the cognitive barriers to learning programming by graphically representing the expert’s view on programming. However, students who use them face the problem of not understanding the animations. This work presents the roles a programming animation tool, Jeliot 3, takes when students use the tool to understand new concepts. These roles have led to the development of conflictive animations, a novel way to engage students in learning with animations.